






















c1tcome 

-12-

:.ape 3 

couldn't have it all their own way and to boost the morale of 
of the opposition but that was a totally undexpected and certainly= 
unplanned .liit!!1U:itt - it didn't help 

.-

Meetings with other Americans.Differences. What the British were 
hoping for - green light to go back in? 

Dozens of meetings. Timing - whether or not the picture being 
built up of growing organisation was correct or not; their 
contacts were saying you can't trust so and so and our contacts 
were saying you can and vice versa. How quickly we were going 
to recognise Zahedi. Over oil: it is quite true that the 
Jmericans wanted a special position over Iranian oil - it 
was clear the AIOC could never get back to what they had 
as more or less exclusive. Oil was discussed but not so much 
in political terms. tape stops comes back

I think he was bought by us. I never got to the bottom of 
that but one didn't enquire-when it had been successful. But he 
didn't play a role much in this. It is difficult to explain 
the Persian attitude to religion, as you've seen with Khomeni, 
the Shah irossly underestimated the religious influence in 
Iran, but equally so did Mossadegh (he was not by any means a 
religious man} 

there is a thing in Iran -which in Persian literally means the 
house of strength -where they do all sorts of extraordinary 
athletic exercises with chains etc to the chanting of the 
Koran by highly trained clrummer. These are the tough boys 

and Kasha:qi controlled some •••• you could use them as street 
mob with the blessing of a Kashani, then the more the merrier 

Were we considering Kashani as a'replacement for Mossadegh? 
1, 

As I said I think he was bought but how far it would take him. 

The letters from Middleton to Eden and foreign office: several 
of them say, we need to launch a coup d'etat quite soon, particularly 
after tl1e Khavan thing... 

• 

YOu don't think it was the election of Eisenhower which _provided 
the turning point but it was sonrthing in around RFebruary ••• 

Definitely. 

Timing of the operation itself. What were you waiting for? 

Very simple. Signature of the Sha:t,. 

Demonstration July 21st important turning point because theTudeh 
demonstration was far larger than the nationalist 

Americans saw the danger more clearly. But they had already decided 
by then. Timing was solely affected by the signature of the Shah. 
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